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Abstract: This research paper is directed towards examining the extent to which the Sanskrit language can be
implemented in programming, principally in the domain of Artificial Intelligence. This paper can be divided into
three major sections. The first section explains the significance of Sanskrit over other languages. The second
section explores that if it’s actually beneficial to program in Sanskrit rather than English. The third section
includes coding of two identical AI programs, one made to interact in English and the other in Sanskrit. They
are analyzed separately and then compared collectively to seek for the advantages the Sanskrit linguistics offer
in Artificial Intelligence programming. We then conclude that Sanskrit, when used for communicating with the
AI machines, is remarkable with an astounding versatility and brilliant learning abilities for an AI. The Sanskrit
being strict and bundled, results in a compact and unambiguous form of conversations with the AI programs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The primary objective of this paper is to present
the possibility of adopting Sanskrit as a means of
communication with the artificial intelligence. The
paper also aims to extend this proposal with programming the AI in Sanskrit Linguistics. The major
challenges which are faced by the AI are the semantics and a proper use of the grammar while communicating with the user. There are cases where they encounter issues like synonym and homophones during
their interaction with the real world. In such situations
they need to make autonomous decisions which can
be easily eased up with the use of Sanskrit linguistics.
An example considering the structure of a sentence is
given below:
TABLE I SENTENCE FORMATION IN ENGLISH

English
Correct Sentence

Boys and girls are playing.
Boys and girls playing are.

Incorrect Sentences

Boys girls and are playing.
Boys girls are playing and.
Boys girls are and playing.

The structure framing of a statement which implies ‘boys and girls are playing’ in the English language can be written in several manners as depicted in
Table I. The analysis is as follows:
Correct- ‘Boys and girls are playing.’
Incorrect- Since there are 5 words in the sentence so,

The number of possible incorrect sentences are5! – 1 = 120-1
= 119 permutations
Hence there are 119 possible wrong combinations
of this sentence in English. This approach of structure
formation makes the computational slow to proceed
and sophisticated to understand. While evaluation of
the same sentence in Sanskrit we discoverTABLE II SENTENCE FORMATION IN SANSKRIT

Sanskrit
Baalakaah baalikaah cha
kreedanthi
Baalakaah baalikaah
kreedanthi cha
Baalakaah kreedanthi
Correct Sentences
baalikaah cha
Baalakaah kreedanthi
baalikaah cha
Baalakaah kreedanthi cha
baalikaah
Incorrect Sentences
None

Correct- Baalakaah baalikaah cha kreedanthi.
Incorrect- None
This follows from Table II that the order of occurrence of words in a sentence in the Sanskrit language
is meaningless.
Other linguistic complexities could also be rectified by choosing Sanskrit as a medium in idea exchange. Sanskrit is also appropriate for an NLP, ab-
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breviated as Natural Processing Language, which is
the most favored form of languages for the computer
systems. It’s a logical language following certain predefined semantic rules which further steals away the
complexities of any language.
Some worth mentioning features of Sanskrit include rare numbers of synonyms and homophones,
proper pronunciations, redundant grammar and focus
on the property of an entity rather than the entity itself. We’ll be reviewing all of these along with their
utility in the later sections of the paper.
We’ll also discuss the possibility of using Sanskrit
as an independent programming language instead of
the native languages presently used for programming.
This could be accomplished by using the UNICODE
form of alphabet representation. The paper aims towards seeking the scope of contribution the Sanskrit
language is capable of making in programming especially in Artificial Intelligence.

The compact dictionary is a result of Sanskrit’s
astounding semantic rules. Due to these regulations,
the Sanskrit language is awarded with a content rich
and massive vocabulary which is easy both for memorizing and implementation.

2.2 Logical Grammar
The most noticeable feature of the Sanskrit language is its logical grammar. It has a predefined set of
rules for clauses termed as ‘dhatus’, which are then
used for both the existing words and also for creation
of new words. This makes the language suitable for
unique sentence formation and easy interpretation as
illustrated in Table III.
TABLE III COMPARISION OF GRAMMAR IN ENGLISH AND
SANSKRIT

Person

2. SEMATICS IN SANSKRIT
The semantics in Sanskrit is logical to an appreciable extent. There are predefined rules which are
used to create new words. This results in reduced
number of words in the existing dictionary and provides a standard approach of naming convention.
The semantic approach is strict in Sanskrit which
makes it hard for humans, but easy for the machines
persisting artificial intelligence. The chances and
probability of semantic errors tends to almost nil
when the semantic rules are taken in account and applied cautiously. The most appealing features of the
semantics of Sanskrit linguistics are stated below in
detail.

First

The English language is believed to have approximately 230,000 words in total as portrayed in Figure
1, while the Sanskrit language has an estimated number of only 4000 words and 240 clauses named
dhatus. The combination of both results in virtually
infinite number of words which could be derived
overall.
English= ~230,000 words
Sanskrit= ~4000 words with 240 dhatus

English

Sanskrit

Singular

Plural

Singular

Dual

Plural

I

We

अहम ्

आवा

वय

म्

म्

त्वम ्

युवा

यूय

All

Second

Third

2.1 Enhanced Vocabulary along with
Compact Dictionary

Gender

All

You

-

म्

म्

Male

He

The
y

सहः

तौ

ते

Female

She

“

सा

ते

ताः

Neuter

-

-

ततः

ते

तानि

The grammar when compared with English yields
to be far more informative and compact in nature. The
Table III wisely justifies this feature of Sanskrit language.
2.2.1 Strict and Informative
The structure of Sanskrit is firm and also more informative in nature. It has three types of verb definitions instead of two, namely singular, dual and plural.
This boosts the informative ability of the language.
And it also has an extra third gender type, which is
neuter, to define entities which fail to fall under the
primitive gender categorization.

2.3 Unique Structure Formation Paradigm
Consider an example having two statements of the
English language stated asFigure 1 Dictionary comparison between English and Sanskrit

1. Fruit flies like an apple
2. Time flies like an arrow
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In the first sentence, flies belong to a type of insects
which like the apple.
In the second sentence, flies belong to the verb fly. It
means to fly away.
This is an example of syntactic ambiguity in the English language. This type of syntactic absurdness does
not occur in the Sanskrit language.
Hence each logical sentence has only a single meaning in the Sanskrit linguistics.

2.4 Unambiguous Phonetic
The Sanskrit language also fits the phonetic system and holds its own well defined set of phonetic
symbols. In addition, it offers unique pronunciation
for almost every word. This results in the reduced
number of homophones that are similar sounding
words in a language. It’s a huge advantage for the AI
system since this significantly improves both the precision and accuracy of the Speech Recognition methodologies. The problems pertaining to the accent are
also rare when the phonetics of the Sanskrit linguistics
is adopted.

2.5 No Punctuations
There is no use of punctuations in Sanskrit linguistics. This follows from the fact that every sentence structure is unique in Sanskrit and hence holds
only a single meaning. So there is absolutely no need
of using any punctuation marks and symbols in the
Sanskrit language. An example is given belowEnglish- What does he asks?
Sanskrit Translation- क िं पच्ृ छनत
No need to append any punctuation at the end.
Hence the complexities of choosing the appropriate
punctuation are absent completely in the Sanskrit language.

2.6 Rare Synonyms
Sanskrit mostly has a single word for every unique
distinguishable entity. Hence there are almost no
Synonyms in the Sanskrit language. This makes the
language dense in nature and also reduces the redundancy of the words having the same meanings. This
increases the probability of unique sentence formation
and contributes towards the uniqueness of the language.

2.7 Accurate and Precise
The Sanskrit linguistics is more communicative
than most of the languages existing in the world today. The concept is illustrated using the example
stated belowEnglish- They are going. (masculine + feminine)
This sentence has two meanings. Here the word
they may reflect males/females. This doesn’t happen
in Sanskrit. There are two different sentences holding
two different meaning namely-

Sanskrit- ते गच्छन्तत (masculine)
ताः गच्छन्तत (feminine)
So Sanskrit proves to be more meticulous regarding
distinction among entities.

3. CONVENTIONS OF PROGRAMMING IN
SANSKRIT LANGUAGE
Initially, we will examine the feasibility of programming in Sanskrit language. We will then analyze
that if it truly offers any advantage over conventional
languages or not. This includes writing the entire program in Sanskrit language using the language linguistics.
There are certain prerequisites for it which will
vary with the programming language. These are stated
as below An IDE for a particular programming language. (To write the source code)
 A Complier for Sanskrit language.
 An Interpreter.
 UNICODE support (To write in the native
form)
Then we can write a program in Sanskrit using of
any of the existing Programming language.
There are two major approaches of doing it. Now
we analyze them while taking their effectiveness in
account.

3.1 Syntactic Conversion
The Syntax conversion is a process of converting
the syntax of any existing programming language in
Sanskrit. An example of the syntax conversion is
given as below. A typical if-else ladder is represented
asIf X then Y
If X then Y else Z
If (not X) then Y
If X then(Y and Z)
This can be represented naturally in Sanskrit. This
is explained with the help of a table given belowTABLE IV SYNTACTIC CONVERSION OF IF-ELSE LADDER
IN SANSKRIT
If-else Ladder

Syntax in Sanskrit

If X then Y

माथरा कौिदितय: तयाय:

If X then Y else Z

तक्र कौिदितय: तयाय:

If (not X) then Y

निसेधा

If X then(Y and Z)

ववभास:

The conditions in English mean exactly same as the
statements mentioned in Table IV in the Sanskrit language. Hence writing these statements are equivalent
to applying the same conditions.
We observe that this procedure doesn’t give any incredible advantage except increasing unwanted com-
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plexity [1]. The performance of the program remains
unaffected.

3.2 Syntactic Legacy
Since it’s not feasible to define a separate syntax of
Sanskrit for each of the programming language, hence
we’ll be adopting the predefined syntax of the programming languages while using Sanskrit as a means
of programming language. This will avoid the undesired complexity which arises due to manipulation of
the syntax [2].
So following the legacy of the programming languages, the Sanskrit syntax will beTABLE V SYNTACTIC LEGACY OF IF-ELSE LADDER IN
SANSKRIT

If-else Ladder

If X then Y

Syntax in Sanskrit

Figure 2 Defining Sanskrit keywords in C++

And the program is written in Figure 3.

यदि X ततः Y

If X then Y else Z

यदि X ततः Y अतयत ् Z

If (not X) then Y

यदि (निसेधा X) ततः Y

If X then(Y and Z)

यदि X ततः (Y एवं Z)

Using the defined syntax for a given programming
language we further see in Table V that the program
has no major improvement except slight improvements in its space and time complexities.

3. USE OF SANSKRIT LINGUISTICS IN
MAJOR PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
In this section we will apply the concepts of Sanskrit Linguistics in the programming paradigm of
major programming languages and study the output.
We will then ponder for any advantages of using
Sanskrit language instead of their native language in
programming.

Figure 3 First image of code in C++

The second successive image is displayed below in
Figure 4.

4.1 Sanskrit Linguistics in C and C++
We have chosen C and C++ since these are the two
most widely used programming languages. But they
lack the ability to program in any other language besides English, that is, C and C++ do not support
UNICODE formatting and programming in them can
only be done using the ASCII encoding [3]. Hence we
need to rewrite the complier from scratch and make it
compatible with Unicode. After that we can write the
code in both C and C++ using our programming paradigm.
Software used areTurbo C++
gcc compiler
(It’s important to note that we have completely rewritten both the applications according to the Unicode
formatting.)
The Sanskrit source code written using C and C++
is written in Turbo C++ in Figure 2 in the following
manner-

Figure 4 Second Image of code in C++

The output is displayed in Figure 5 in the following
manner-
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1. Using Linked Lists
2. Using Random class in Java
3. Using Fisher-Yates Algorithm
4. Using Knuth–Morris–Pratt Algorithm.
5. Using the concept of 2-D Array.
After analyzing the Space and Time Complexities
of all methodologies, we conclude that method of using Random class in Java is most viable. Hence we’ll
use it to write EVOLVIA.
The source code of EVOLVIA is displayed in the
following manner. The entire code is displayed along
with its description using three successive Images of
the IDE used. They are as followsFigure 5 Output of the source code written in Sanskrit in
C++ in Turbo C++

6.1 Description of EVOLIVA’s First Image of
Code

5. TWO AI PROGRAMS WRITTEN IN
JAVA WITH ENGLISH AND SANSKRIT
AS THE MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION

We have divided the code in separate parts known
as sets. Each set is a collection of all possible related
questions and all of their possible answers [6]. We
have stored them in String type 1-D Arrays as shown
in Figure 6.

So far we have seen that writing a program in Sanskrit instead of English does not aids the program in
any means whatsoever. So now we will try to explore
another approach of Sanskrit language which might
prove useful for the programming paradigm.
We will write two identical AI Programs having
Java as the primary programming language. The two
programs will be same except the fact that the first
program will communicate in English and the second
program will communicate in Sanskrit.
Then we will analyze the efficiency of both the
programs and see which language is useful when it
comes to interaction with the AI machines.
The AI type will be a Chat Bot which would
communicate with the user and also reply to him accordingly [4]. The first program uses English whereas
the second program will use Sanskrit as the medium
of communication.
For the sake of simplicity, we have named both
the AI programs to avoid any discrepancy later. They
are EVOLVIA- AI which will communicate in
English
 AARTI (आरती) (AARTI from Artificial):- AI
which will communicate in Sanskrit
We will refer them with their names from now. We
will first write EVOLVIA in java and analyze her
performance in the following manner-

6. WRITING EVOLVIA IN JAVA
We have used ‘Eclipse mars’ as the IDE for Java.
The AI EVOLVIA will communicate in English. We
will program the AI EVOLVIA from scratch and are
not importing any already built APIs which may be
available on internet [5]. We can adapt any of the
following recommended approaches by-

Figure 6 EVOLVIA’s First Image of Code

6.2 Description of EVOLIVA’s Second Image
of Code
Since a good AI is the one which evolves with
time, thus a learning mode is also included in
EVOLVIA. This mode enables EVOLVIA to learn
new phrases and also the way she should respond at
them.
This results in regular routine increment in
EVOLVIA’s database and she becomes more intelligent with the passage of time. The programming is
depicted in Figure 7.
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If the question does not matches any question in
EVOLVIA’S database, then the user is prompted if he
wants to teach EVOLVIA the question he asked. If
the user agrees, then the answer taught by the user is
saved in EVOLVIA’s database [7]. If he refuses or
enters another question instead, then EVOLVIA gives
the answer accordingly. This nature of EVOLVIA is a
result of the code written in Figure 8.

6.4 Studying the Output of EVOLVIA
She communicates with the user in an interactive
manner and also learns subconsciously while interaction. The output given by EVOLVIA at run time is
shown in Figure 9.

Figure 7 EVOLVIA’s Second Image of Code

6.3 Description of EVOLIVA’s Third Image
of Code
The third Image of EVOLVIA’s code displays the
syntax which determines a correct reply of the question asked by the user.
The question asked by the user necessarily falls
under one of the three mentioned categories6.3.1 If the question matches with the core
database
EVOLVIA searches for the most appropriate phrase
which matches to the question asked by the user.
If it matches, then she randomly answers from that
particular set of all relevant possible answers.
6.3.2 If the question matches with the evolved
database
If the question matches with a phrase which the
user had taught her earlier, then she responds similar
to what the user expects.

Figure 9 EVOLVIA’s Output

For a detailed analysis of the interaction of
EVOLVIA, her communication with the user is visualized using the color coded format in Figure 10.

6.3.3 If the question does not match with any
Database

Figure 10 EVOLVIA’s Output in Color Coded Form
Figure 8 EVOLVIA’s Third Image of Code

We conclude that EVOLVIA’s way of interaction
with the user is quite intuitive and she is smart enough
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to learn new things what she doesn’t already know.

7. WRITING AARTI IN JAVA
Since Java supports Unicode formatting, so the
Sanskrit language can be used without any modifications when programming in java. As mentioned earlier, the AI AARTI will communicate in Sanskrit. As
it is identical to EVOLVIA thus we have again implemented the method of Random Class to code it and
used Eclipse mars as the IDE for Java.
The AI AARTI involves the use of Sanskrit language in its source code. Note that the program is not
written entirely in English, and Sanskrit is often used
at times in the code. To make the code understandable, comments are inserted along with translations at
all places wherever the Sanskrit language is used.
Hence the code can be easily deciphered by reading
the comments even with nil prior knowledge of Sanskrit whatsoever. The entire code is displayed using
five successive Images of the IDE. We will study the
meaning of each image along with the significance of
the code written in it. They are as follows-

over time. It has been equipped with the ability to ask
for what she doesn’t understand and also store whatever she has been taught [9]. This capability is introduced in the AI as a result of code written in Figure
12. If asked, she can also display how much she has
learned through time.

7.1 Description of AARTI’s First Image of
Code
Following the convention which was earlier established at the time of EVOLVIA, we have collectively separated all the related questions with all their
relevant answers in the form of sets [8] as shown in
Figure 11. Notice that each set is translated to English
using the comments.

Figure 12 AARTI’s Second Image of Code

7.3 Description of AARTI’s Third Image of
Code

Figure 11 AARTI’s First Image of Code

7.2 Description of AARTI’s Second Image of
Code
The AI AARTI is capable of learning and evolving

We have seen that AARTI and EVOLVIA are quite
identical in source code and functioning until now,
which gives absolutely no advantage in making
AARTI separately. But the way how AARTI answers
the asked questions and how it actually learns differs
majorly when compared with EVOLVIA.
Unlike EVOLIA, AARTI shuffles the answers before answering as evident from Figure 13. This enables AARTI in answering with far more variety than
EVOLVIA can ever reach to, all of which is due of
Sanskrit linguistics. Since, all the answers will necessary make sense as Sanskrit is independent of the order of occurrence of words and its syntax is always
logical whatever the situation is.
To give an estimate of how much AARTI leads
EVOLVIA we inquire the following comparisonIn reaction to ‘hello’ entered by the programmer,
EVOLVIA can give 9 different replies, while AARTI
is capable of giving 362,880 different replies.
This makes AARTI far much more dynamic and influential than what we initially thought of, all because
of Sanskrit. This justifies the motive of our entire research; that is to unveil the possibilities Sanskrit beholds beneath in it for programming.
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The extent of shuffling of an answer is decided at
random separately for each question as seen in Figure
15. This further reinforces programmer’s intentions of
randomness, uncertainty and variety of the AI far
much beyond initial belief.

Figure 13 AARTI’s Third Image of Code

7.4 Description of AARTI’s Fourth Image of
Code
AARTI shuffles the answers and is also capable of
forming phrases on its own on the basis of predefined
words. She also gives us the freedom to decide the
extent of shuffling of the answers in displayed in Figure 14.
Also, it’s empowered with the semantic capabilities
of Sanskrit, thus the learning curve of AARTI is far
much steeper than that of EVOLVIA. This certainly
gives an additional advantage to AI productiveness.

Figure 15 AARTI’s Fifth Image of Code

7.6 Studying the Output of AARTI
She communicates with the user in an interactive
manner and also learns while interaction subliminally.
The output given by AARTI at run time is shown in
Figure 16.

Figure 16 AARTI’s Output

Figure 14 AARTI’s Fourth Image of Code

7.5 Description of AARTI’s Fifth Image of
Code

We see that the paradigm of AARTI’s interaction is
similar to that of EVOLVIA except the fact she’s
much more versatile and can answer in far more
unique ways in contrast with EVOLVIA. This can be
understood in Figure 17 using color coded analysis.
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ferent answers. An answer out of these 9 is selected at
random and displayed to the user. We see the patterns
of output given by EVOLVIA are as followsThe total no of same input taken are = 15
The number of unique outcomes = 3
The number of outcomes which are repeated = 12
1. ‘Hey’ = repeated 4 times
2. ‘Hey there’ = repeated 3 times
3. ‘Greetings’ = repeated 3 times
4. ‘Good to see you’ = repeated 2 times
Thus we conclude that the pattern of answering
which is adopted by EVOLVIA is not very efficient.
Figure 17 AARTI’s Output in Color Coded Form

8. COMPARISION OF EVOLVIA AND
AARTI

8.1.2 Uncertainty of AARTI
Akin to the inputs given to EVOLVIA, AARTI is
also given identical inputs recursively and its output is
analyzed in Figure 19 the following manner-

We now compare EVOLVIA and AARTI with
each other and analyze if programming an AI in Sanskrit makes it really smart or not.
We will study them on different benchmarking archetypes to find which AI is more efficient and why?
Following this assortment, the analysis is as follows-

8.1 In Terms of Variety of Outputs
The efficiency of an AI is resolved by how many
different answers it can give for a same, single and recursive question when asked by the user [10]. In this
section, we’ll see the randomness or the uncertainty
offered by the AIs to the user.
8.1.1 Uncertainty of EVOLVIA
We measure the uncertainty or randomness of the
AI program by giving same input recursively and
studying the nature of outputs [11]. The analysis of
output of EVOLVIA when giving the same input is
endeavored repeatedly, is represented in the color
coded format as-

Figure 19 Uncertainty Analysis of AARTI

The output analysis is stated as followsFor the same input ‘hi’, AARTI can give 3,265,920
unique answers while EVOLVIA was only capable of
answering with ‘9’ unique answers. An answer is selected at random and displayed to the user.
This is because AARTI has the ability to shuffle
answers and also append them with each other in
unique ways, all of which makes sense due to the order independency of words and sentences in Sanskrit
linguistics.
The no. of outputs AARTI displays uniquely = 9*9!
=3,265,920 ways
Hence we see that AARTI is far much more persuasive, intelligent and versatile as compared to
EVOLVIA.

8.2 Learning Skills of both the AIs

Figure 18 EVOLVIA’s Frequency of Repetition

The analysis in Figure 18 is stated asFor the same input ‘hi’, EVOLVIA can give ‘9’ dif-

An efficient AI must be able to learn easily and get
grasp on what has been taught to it.
We now compare the learning curves of both our AIs
and study that which one proves to be smarter when it
comes to learning new behaviors [12].
8.2.2 Learning Curve of EVOLVIA
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EVOLVIA’s learning curve is linear since when
she learns a new word, she can only use it in just a
single way. Her progress is linear, which is not sufficient from an AI point of view.
The progress of EVOLVIA is depicted in Figure
20-

pendent of order. For every word we are teaching
AARTI, she learns numerous ways in which a single
question can be answered.
All due to the fact that she can use that word with
all other related words already present in her database.
She shuffles and scrambles them, without worrying
for the order of occurrence of those words. Since
every sentence makes sense in Sanskrit hence she can
answer in any way she wants. This makes her versatile and capable of answering a single question in several possible ways. The size of her dictionary of related words is insignificant, since what matters the
most is how many combinations can occur with their
use.

9. CONCLUSION

Figure 20 Learning Curve of EVOLVIA

We noticed the linear learning curve of EVOLVIA. It
simply means that when she learns a new word then
she genuinely learns just another way of answering a
question. Thus her learning is tedious and not spontaneous in nature.
8.2.3 Learning Curve of AARTI
The learning curve of AARTI is exponential unlike
that of EVOLVIA. This means that her learning skills
prove far much better and more skillful than that of
EVOLVIA. It’s explained with the help of graph
given in Figure 21.

Figure 21 Learning Curve of AARTI

The progress of AARTI is exponential which
means that with the passage of time her learning skills
are boosted in an exponential manner. She becomes
smart with time, and for every word she learns, she
discovers thousands of more ways of answering a
question [13].
This is all because sentences in Sanskrit are inde-

We analyzed the effectiveness of two identical AIs
programmed to interact in English and Sanskrit in this
research paper. After carefully studying them, we
confidently conclude that Sanskrit, if used as a language to interact with the AI, performs brilliantly with
minimum possible complexities.
With our study, we understand that Sanskrit, when
used as a medium of communication with the AIs,
proves to be much more fruitful than what we initially
expected.
The Sanskrit language empowers the AI with more
randomness, versatility and uncertainty as compared
to the AIs programmed to interact in other languages.
Besides this, it also equips the AI to follow a learning
curve which is significantly steeper than that of AIs of
any other language.
So Sanskrit could be used to make an evolved AI
which is potent and powerful enough to simulate real
world problems. This AI will be in no way sophisticated when compared with its opponents. This will
not only make the AI more effective, but also keep the
space and time complexities to optimum.
It is important to accept the fact that Sanskrit is not
special when used as a programming language but is
incredibly productive when used as a medium of interaction.
We have understood the role Sanskrit language is
capable of playing in AI programming when applied
as the medium of interaction with machines.
The source codes of all the AIs and programs used in
this research paper have been uploaded on github repository under GNU license and are freely available
for download from the web address given belowhttps://github.com/Neetesh11/Evolvia-and-Arti.git
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